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We’re the creative
specialists.
Arts University Bournemouth is a creative
centre of excellence with a passion for
ensuring our graduates enjoy rewarding
careers.

We’re the UK’s number one specialist
university for employability*.

93.5% of our students are in work or further 
study after completing their studies**,
meaning our students graduate with
confidence for their futures.

We’re a top 100 university and are ranked
4th nationally for student satisfaction***.

We’re a gateway to the £115.9 billion creative
industries that are growing twice as fast as
the rest of the UK economy****.

* The 2017 TEF (Teaching Excellence Framework) metrics ranking compiled by Times Higher Education.

** Graduate Outcomes Survey, conducted by the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA.)

*** The Complete University Guide 2022.

****Creative Industries Council, 2021.

Welcome to Arts 
University 
Bournemouth.
Established in 1885, we’re a leading UK creative arts institution, offering 
high quality specialist FE/HE education. 

We’re a first-choice summer course destination for government offices, 
universities, colleges, schools and port-prep centres seeking high quality 
and immersive creative learning experiences that are tailored specifically 
to their needs.

Choosing a bespoke summer programme at AUB will provide a unique, 
inspirational and memorable learning experience. Our multi-disciplinary 
curriculums are designed to encourage learning at the highest standard 
and our specialist university tutors encourage curiosity and risk-taking. 
This allows students to explore, expand and push their creativity.

AUB enjoys a strong reputation, both nationally and globally, and our size 
and location caters perfectly for exclusive groups; providing students 
and teachers with the highest confidence when selecting a university for 
tailored summer programmes.

We’re a creative international community with a unique, collaborative 
atmosphere and enviable specialist resources to match. In order to fully 
benefit and gain confidence when developing a second language we 
recognise the importance of integrating technical language in the 
structure of class workshops and seminars. Our approach to 
multi-disciplinary pro-active learning provides the perfect platform, 
that is both different and rewarding. 

AUB assigns a dedicated coordinator to personally support their partners 
before coming to the UK as well as during the programme. Your main 
coordinator will be Pete McKinley, Manager – AUB Academy



A creative and 
cultural immersion
experience at a
leading UK
university.
Industry connections
Our academic teams are made up of people who have successful 
careers in the creative sectors and industries, and in many cases 
continue to practice alongside their teaching. We also have working 
industries on campus, for example, Framestore, Lush, and Sunseeker.

Alumni
From award-winning screenwriters to Turner Prize-worthy
photographers, AUB has been the backdrop for numerous creative
careers.

Collaboration
We recreate the creative industries on campus. Students work with each
each other across disciplines.

Size
All our facilities are on one campus, which makes it a very friendly
and welcoming creative community. We have 4,500 students from
over 60 different countries, creating a vibrant and stimulating
community.



We have
state-of-the-art
studios and dedicated
lecture theatres and
seminar rooms.
Campus and buildings
It’s not just our students who win awards – we invest heavily in technology 
and spaces to best equip our students during their time with us. We want 
students to get used to the facilities they’ll find in the Creative Industries 
and have the confidence to express themselves with industry standard 
resources.

Drawing Studio
This multi-award-winning studio was designed and completed by 
renowned architect, AUB alumnus and Honorary Fellow, Professor Sir 
Peter Cook RA and opened by Dame Zaha Hadid. It’s the first 
purpose-built drawing studio to be constructed at an art school for 
more than a century. It’s won numerous awards:

– RIBA National Award 2016
– RIBA South West Award 2016
– RA Top Maverick Building Award 2016
– Schueco Excellence for Design and Innovation Judge’s Special Award

2016
– Constructing Excellence South West Building Project of the Year 2016
– Constructing Excellence South West
– Innovation Award 2016
– Civic Trust Awards Regional Finalist 2017
– Civic Trust National Award 2017

Make-up and Modelmaking Design Studios
Opened by Special Make-up Effects Designer and Honorary Fellow Nick
Dudman, our purpose-built studios house a CAD lab with high-end PC
stations equipped with the latest industry software, as well as a CAM suite
offering students direct access to laser cutters, 3D printers, 3D scanners 
and tabletop CNC. These studios have won multiple awards:

– RICS Awards South West Design
– Through Innovation Award 2017
– RIBA South West Award 2017
– Civic Trust Awards National Award 2018

TheGallery
Situated at the heart of AUB’s campus, TheGallery exhibits work from
students, staff, and alumni, as well as national and international touring
exhibitions. As a unique space for arts in the South East and West, The
Gallery showcases work from contemporary artists and designers, 
including collections on loan from major galleries and museums, as well 
as individual exhibitions by some of today’s leading artists, 
photographers and designers.

Museum of Design in Plastics (MoDiP)
This is the UK’s only accredited museum dedicated to plastics. This 
collection of 12,500 objects from 1883 to today is a unique resource for 
AUB allowing you to respond to a century and a half of changing design 
and materials



Industry-standard resources
Each creative discipline at AUB has access to a wealth of industry-
standard digital resources and physical equipment. Below you’ll find a 
snapshot of some of the resources that are available to our students. 
We also have a variety of classrooms dedicated to language course 
delivery, including A/V facilities.

Costume & Fashion studios
– Industrial sewing machines
– Pressing equipment
– Dress stands
– Pattern cutting tables

Animation and VFX studios
– Individual student workstations with light boxes
– Computer suites with the latest creative software, including Adobe

Creative Cloud, Zbrush and more

Photography
– Seven photography studios
– Black and white and colour darkrooms
– Cameras: pinhole, film, and DSLR
– Dedicated digital suites

Film
– Sound-proofed studios with green and blue screen facilities
– Avid Media and Pro Tools editing suites
– Sound recording booths
– HD screening rooms
– Comprehensive studio and location equipment store

Textiles
– Print room including screen printing facilities
– Laser cutter
– Digital embroidery machines
– Dye rooms

Make-Up
– Individual workstations with hydraulic make-up chairs, mirrors, lighting,

overhead hood dryers, and backwash sinks
– Integrated outlets for compressed air for airbrushing fed by a central

compressor
– Localised extraction over each workstation
– Plaster, life casting, foam latex, moulding and casting, and spray booth

Architecture and 3D Design
– Digital software, including Rhino 3D, Gravity Sketch, 3DS Max and more
– Laser cutting and 3D printing
– Plaster and sculpting room
– Woodwork shop



Accommodation.
We can accommodate students in our halls of residence – either on 
campus or in Bournemouth town centre. Our halls are close to lots of 
amenities, including restuarants, shops, and supermarkets. Plus, you’ll be 
only a few minutes walk or a short bus ride to miles of sandy beaches.

Halls of residence
Within AUB’s accommodation there’s Wi-Fi internet access, laundry 
facilities, and a large social room. Also included:

– 24-hour security and live-in accommodation support team
– En-suite private room in a cluster flat with shared kitchen and lounge
– Rooms are furnished with single bed, wardrobe, drawers, desk and chair
– All bed linen supplied

View our accommodation on our website. 



Catering.
We can provide either full-board and half-board catering based on your 
own requirements. You can specify and discuss this at point of booking 
your course. 

Catering is provided by Chartwells on campus in AUB’s refectory, where a 
selection of hot and cold foods can be provided. 

Prior to your arrival, you’ll be required to advise AUB of any dietary 
requirements and/or allergies. AUB will liaise with Chartwells to ensure all 
requirements are met.  

Outside of the catering options included in your course fee, AUB campus 
offers a range of food and drink outlets that can be enjoyed by students. 
This includes Starbucks, Costa Coffee and The Shop, where a range of 
hot and cold drinks and snacks can be purchased. 



Location.
Bournemouth
We’re situated in a safe coastal location with award-winning beaches, a 
lively social scene and lots of cultural attractions and events throughout 
the year. Our small size means we’re a tight-knit community that’s 
friendly as well as accessible.

Bournemouth is one of the top destinations for tourists and as a town 
with three universities and large number of language schools, it attracts a 
diverse mixture of international students.

The best of England is on our doorstep too – we’re just a two-hour train 
ride from London with other popular locations such as Dorset’s Jurassic 
Coast (World Heritage Site) and the New Forest National Park nearby.

Did you know?
Bournemouth has been once again voted the ‘Best Beach in the UK’
by TripAdvisor!



Welfare, supervision 
and safety.
We take security and the wellbeing of our students very seriously and are
proud to say that Bournemouth is one of the safest parts of the UK.

AUB measures to ensure student safety
– Orientation and induction sessions to help you enjoy the campus and 

your accommodation safely
– Trained first aid staff
– Security staff on campus and in AUB halls of residence, available 24/7
– On-site residential support staff, available 24/7

Course supervision
The safety and wellbeing of our students is always our top priority, with a
high staff to student ratio on our courses.

During your time at AUB, you’ll be fully supported by a team of trained and
experienced staff who will monitor your wellbeing and ensure any 
concerns you may have are heard and resolved swiftly where possible.

All course tutors and teaching staff are DBS checked, plus we have on-
campus security and appointed First Aiders. What’s more, a complete risk
assessment is undertaken for all activities, including off-campus trips.

Accommodation
Accommodation support staff are on hand to keep an eye on your
wellbeing and ensure any concerns you may have are heard and resolved
swiftly, where possible.





USITT
British Historical Costume in Film 
2-week creative programme.
This immersion programme provides students with creative and cultural 
learning opportunities both in and outside the classroom, and to provide 
students with tailored classes that supports precise learning outcomes. 
Cross-cultural and creative exploration is a key part of this programme.

Sunday 14 July

– Arrive in UK
– Private airport transfer (London Gatwick or Heathrow) to AUB

Campus Halls of Residence
– Free time to rest and relax

Monday 15 July

– 08.00 Welcome breakfast
– 09.00 Tour of AUB campus resources
– Course Introduction
– Drawing workshop: Costume on the Body

Tuesday 16 July

– Mannequin Project: In response to AUB archives
– Costume Archive Dress Observation (Historical Dress)

Wednesday 17 July

– Course study excursion: Blandford Fashion Museum
– Talk and handling workshop of historic costumes provided by

members of museum staff, opportunities to examine and
explore exhibition

– Course study excursion: Kingston Lacy House
– Private tour, including guest speaker

Thursday 18 July

– Specialist workshop: Embroidery workshop & presentation
(hand & machine techniques)

– Guest speaker - early evening

Friday 19 July

– Mannequin project: Costume archive dress observation (Historical
dress)

Saturday 20 July

– Course study excursion:
– To be accompanied by an AUB representative
– Coach departure from AUB halls

– Options can include:
– London
– Angels Costumes: Behind the Seams Tour
– V&A: Hazara Dress & Embroidery from Afghanistan
– Hampton Court Palace: The Royal Ceremonial Dress

– Bristol
– Thornbury Castle: Tudor Royalty Experience 

–

Sunday 21 July

– Free day to explore Bournemouth



Monday 22 July

– Specialist workshop: Film costume design
– Guest speaker: Exploring the variances between film and theatre

Tuesday 23 July

– Millinery workshop: Day 1 of 2
– Project based hat/fascinator construction

Wednesday 24 July

– Course study excursion: Highclere Castle
– Location scouting exercise (Filming location for Downton Abbey)
– Course study excursion:  Hungerford Antiques Market
– Sourcing accessories and set design appropriate for a period set

Thursday 25 July

– Millinery workshop: Day 2 of 2
– Continuation of project based hat/fascinator construction
– Russell Cotes museum visit - early evening

Friday 26 July

– Specialist workshop: AUB Costume store - Styling project
– Completion of project work and consolidation
– Guest speaker
– Exhibition and celebration of work completed
– Farewell ceremony and certificate presentation

Saturday 27 July

– Departure from AUB Campus Halls of Residence
– Private airport transfer (London Gatwick or Heathrow)



Create the ultimate 
course by choosing 
your preferred 
pathways and 
specialist workshops. 
Inside the classroom at AUB your students will have the opportunity to 
explore a wide variety of different pathways through the inclusion of 
specialist workshops in your bespoke programme. 

AUB’s the UK’s leading specialist university so we’re able to offer an 
unparalled selection of creative sessions, all of which can be tailored to 
your exact needs and requirements. 

We can create a bespoke course that explores a range of different 
art and design disciplines, so as to broaden your students’ artistic and 
creative abilities and give them the chance to experiment with different 
creative forms. 

Alternatively, we can devise a schedule that concentrates on a single 
pathway or specialism, to enable students to focus and expand their skill 
set in a specified discipline. 

Take a look at the different pathways that we can offer on the page 
opposite, alongside a selection of example specialist workshops. 

– Acting
– Animation Production
– Art and Design
– Architecture and 3D
– Costume
– Creative Events
– Creative Writing
– Dance
– Design
– Fashion
– Fashion Branding

– Filmmaking
– Fine Art
– Graphic Design
– Illustration
– Interior Architecture
– Make-Up
– Modelmaking
– Photography
– Textiles
– Visual Communication

Pathways

– Printmaking
– Screenprinting
– Studio photography
– Photography on-location
– Jewellery workshops
– SFX prosthetic make-Up
– Life drawing
– Adobe Creative Suite applications
– 3D design and 3D printing
– Fashion illustration
– Fashion accessory design
– Fashion and textiles
– Stopmotion and CGI animation

– Product design
– Storyboarding for filmmaking
– AutoCAD for interior design
– Design using Adobe Creative

Suite
– British architecture
– Textile creation and design
– Innovative design
– Graphic design for advertising
– Mechanics of 3D art
– Life sculpture
– Digital art and character design
– British art history

Specialist workshops



Cultural excursions. 
During your bespoke programme you and your students have the 
opportunity to undertake cultural excursions and/or specific course visits 
to some of the UK’s top destinations. Our excursions will immerse you in 
British culture and allow you to explore the rich artistic and architectural 
heritage of the UK. 

Continue reading for a selection of some of the most popular cultural
attractions that the UK has to offer and that can be included in your
bespoke programme. 

London
The capital of the UK has a rich heritage, with its history dating back to 
the Romans. Many attractions can be found in the centre close to the 
Thames river, including: Buckingham Palace, Houses of Parliament, 
London Eye offering panoramic views of the city, and the iconic Big Ben. 
Close by you’ll also find Westminster Abbey where the monarch of the 
UK is coronated. London is the largest city in the UK and is home to the 
world’s oldest rapid transport system, the London Underground (Tube).

Attractions that you may wish to visit include:

– Tower of London
– Buckingham Palace
– Houses of Parliament
– Big Ben
– London Eye
– Westminster Abbey
– St Paul’s Cathedral
– National Gallery
– Victoria and Albert Museum
– Tate Modern
– National Gallery
– Natural History Museum
– The Shard
– Harrods
– The Design Museum    



Bath
Bath, sometimes referred to as Bath(Spa), is the UK’s only city that’s a 
designated UNESCO world heritage site. Its origins date back to the 
Romans, when it was known as Aquae Sulis, with the iconic roman baths 
having been built in approximately 43 A.D. The roman baths are one of 
the best-preserved Roman remains in the world, where 1,170,000 litres of 
steaming spring water, reaching 46°C, fills the bathing site every single 
day. 

The city’s architecture is rich with Georgian features: the Royal Crescent 
comprises 30 homes and is the best example of 18th century architecture 
in the world. The city’s distinctive architecture is also thanks to the use of 
Bath Stone, an oolitic limestone known for its unique yellow sand colour.   

Attractions that you may wish to visit include:

– Roman Baths
– Royal Crescent
– The Circus
– Modern Thermae Bath Spa
– Jane Austen Centre
– Alexandra Park
– Bath Abbey
– Pulteney Bridge
– Great Pulteney Street
– Sally Lunn’s house
– Prior Park Landscape Garden



Oxford
The city of Oxford is home to the world’s oldest unversity in the 
english-speaking world, University of Oxford. Made up from 39 
semi-autonomous colleges, it’s one of the most prestigeous and highly 
regarded universities in the world, it’s produced some of the greatest 
academic minds the world’s seen. Its renowned alumni include multiple 
UK prime ministers, at least 30 world leaders, Stephen Hawking, Oscar 
Wilde, J.R.R. Tolkein, Hugh Grant, and Rosamund Pike, amongst 
many others. 

Author Lewis Carroll took inspiration from Oxford for his novels Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland and its sequel Through the Looking-glass. In 
fact, the character of Alice was based on real-life Alice Liddell, the 
daughter of the Dean of Christ Church College, where Lewis Carroll 
taught. You can see elements of inspiration for these novels throughout 
the city.  

Known as the ‘City of Dreaming Spires’, its stunning architecture has 
been the source of inspiration for many works of literature and it 
regularly features in TV programmes and films. Most notably, college 
locations were used extensively in the Harry Potter film franchise, 
including Christ Church College that served as inspiration for the Great 
Hall of Hogwarts.  

Attractions that you may wish to visit include:

– Bodleian Library
– Radcliffe Camera
– Christ Church College
– Bridge of Sighs
– Carfax Tower
– Oxford Botanical Garden
– Museum of Natural History
– Sheldonian Theatre
– The Covered Market
– Pitt Rivers Museum    



Salisbury and Stonehenge
Stonehenge, on the Salisbury Plain, is one of the world’s most famous 
prehistoric monuments. Built in many stages, it’s thought 
construction started 5,000 years ago, and the unique stone circle was 
added in 2500 B.C.  It became a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1986, and 
since has attracted millions of visitors from across the globe. 

The purpose of Stonehenge remains a mystery, but it’s presumed that it 
was built as a religious site. Alternative theories include it being an 
ancient Druid temple, a burial monument, or a place to observe the sun 
and moon. Regardless of its intended purpose, hundreds gather at the 
site every year to celebrate the Summer and Winter Solstice. 

The construction of Stonehenge is impressive, having been built from 
sarsen stones, a type of silicified sandstone found in England, and 
bluestones, a dolomite variation extracted from western Wales. It’s 
thought that the largest stones meaure up to 10 metres high and weigh 
45 tons. 

Salisbury is a medival cathedral city, filled with history. The city’s ornate 
13th-century cathedral has a 123 metre spire, a working 14th-century 
clock and an original copy of the Magna Carta (the Great Charter), a key 
document from 1215 A.D. 

Attractions that you may wish to visit include:

– Stonehenge Stone Circle
– Stonehenge Exhibition and Visitor Centre
– Old Sarum
– Salisbury Museum
– Salisbury Cathedral
– Magna Carta
– Rifles Military Museum
– Mompesson House



Jurassic Coast and New Forest
The Jurassic Coast is one of the UK’s four Natural UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites. Stretching 95 miles along the south coast of the UK, within Dorset 
and Devon, it’s recognised for its outstanding rocks, fossils and land-
forms. Unsurprisingly it attracts millions of visitors from all over the world 
each year, to take in its unique history and character.

It’s the only place on the planet where rocks from the Triassic, Jurassic 
and Cretaceous Periods can be seen in one place, representing 185 million 
years of Earth’s history. It was on the Lyme Regis coast that fossil-hunter 
Mary Anning discovered the UK’s first dinosaur fossil in 1811.

As well as fossils and unique rock formations, the Jurassic Coast is home 
to some of the UK’s stand-out, iconic natural landmarks, including Old 
Harry Rocks, Durdle Door, and Lulworth Cove. It’s no wonder that the rich 
geological history of the Jurassic Coast serves as ideal inspiration for 
artists across the world.

The New Forest National Park is one of the largest remaining unenclosed 
woodlands and heathlands in the south of England. You can explore the 
150 square mile area of natural beauty by foot or by bike, discovering 
beautiful wildlife (including wild ponies), historic villages and landmarks, 
andtraditional countryside tea rooms and pubs. 

Attractions and areas that you may wish to visit include:

– Lulworth Cove
– Lulworth Castle
– Durdle Door
– Old Harry Rocks
– Beaulieu
– Beaulieu Motor Museum
– Burley
– Lyme Regis
– Studland
– Kimmerage Bay



Standard services and optional 
extras that can be included in  

your bespoke programme.

– Standard services:

– Operational staffing and administration
– Dedicated point of contact at AUB
– Teaching teams, course assistants
– All course materials
– AUB resource area hire
– I.T. Support
– Printed timetables
– Certificate ceremony, event, and hospitality

– Optional extras:

– Private airport transfers to & from London Heathrow or London 
Gatwick

– Halls of Residence en-suite accommodation (includes bedding, linen, 
and weekly room clean)

– Complementary en-suite room for accompanying tutor/guardian
– Catering arrangements (full board or half board)
– Weekend cultural excursions (e.g. London, Oxford, Bath)
– Weekend rest day or additional excursion
– Mid-week study excursion (if applicable to course studies)
– All course study excursions, admissions, and incidentals
– Personal 1-2-1 AUB Portfolio Review
– Presentation by AUB International team

(All the above options can be adapted to suit specific course 
requirements)



Practical creative industries focused learning
– Specialist workshop sessions delivered at AUB
– Tutor-led demonstrations
– A series of hands-on practical sessions and demonstrations
– Specialist use and access to materials, facilities and resources
– Final portfolio of work to demonstrate skills

Specialist teaching environment
– Specialist classrooms
– Lecture theatres
– Practical workshops
– Library and digital learning resources
– Film studios
– Photography studios
– Performance arts spaces
– Gallery
– Museum

Multidisciplinary portfolio to take home
– Examples of printed art work
– Examples of digital artwork
– Photographs
– AUB certificate of completion
– Notebooks and sketchbooks

Library access
– Access to the library and Museum of Design in Plastics (MoDiP)
– Access to all learning resources

Farewell ceremony
– Presentation of attendance certificates
– English certificate of attendance (if applicable)

Travel arrangements
– The Bespoke Course team will discuss your travel arrangements prior 

to your arrival
– AUB will provide return transfers to/from, either London Heathrow or 

London Gatwick
– AUB will provide return transfers for any cultural excursions, either by 

coach or train
– AUB  will purchase and provide tickets needed to travel on the London 

Underground (Tube) during the London excursion (if applicable)
– All other travel arrangements will be made and paid for by the student 

group



Social activity programme
As well as cultural weekend excursions, you can choose to include social 
evening activities in your bespoke course, to allow your students to 
experience more cultural aspects of the UK during their time with AUB. 

There’ll also be free time included in your schedule so you can enjoy 
Bournemouth and explore the local area at your own pace.

Optional evening activities will require an additional fee that can be nego-
tiated and included in your overall bespoke course fee. 

Example evening social activities can include: 

– Beach sports and games
– Cinema visits
– Quizzes
– Board games
– Local shopping
– AUB BBQ's
– Dance classes
– Skills sharing event
– Tenpin bowling
– Mini golf



Our competitive 
edge.
Multi-disciplinary creative studies
The aim of AUB’s tailored programmes is to provide cultural immersion 
and combined with art and design practice within the UK. AUB courses 
are specially designed to promote self-growth through the medium of the 
creative arts and promote development of confidence and self-esteem. 
Students on our courses have the opportunity to learn and develop new 
skills and build friendships with our AUB student community; each 
summer AUB welcomes over 400 student visitors.

AUB offers a high-quality art and design and cultural immersion 
programme incorporating very practical creative arts multi-discipline 
subjects to ensure students achieve a high-quality experience at all levels.

For example, our cultural programme focuses on increasing listening and 
speaking skills, through interactive learning, problem solving exercises 
and seeking creative solutions; integrated through creative subjects such 
as photography, animation, film, and multiple art and design practices. 



Focused core practices
For those wishing to focus studies in one definitive discipline, working 
closely with you we can design, develop, and deliver a tailored 
programme that supports very specific learning objectives.

For example, tailored courses in 3D Design Solutions, Artificial Intelligence 
or Virtual Reality, that offer course attendees exclusive access to 
dedicated and specialist campus resources for up-skilling and CPD 
purposes. We regularly support industry professionals or those studying 
at advanced levels of creative practices.

We’re ready to listen and respond
Whatever your programme requirements, AUB has a Bespoke Course 
team at your service that will personally work closely with you to ensure 
your specific course needs are met. 

Our team will ensure that your unique programme surpasses your 
expectations in ensuring all learning objectives and outcomes are met 
to the highest level. It’s because of this that student groups repeatedly 
return to AUB.



What students will
achieve on a bespoke 
course at AUB.
– Build confidence through practical and creative sessions
– Enjoy their learning and develop new skills for the future
– Develop a portfolio of work
– Appreciate research for idea development
– Gain advanced understanding and experience of individual and 
    team-working scenarios
– Experience cultural immersion
– Make new friendships
– Develop communication skills and creative thinking techniques
– Learn new practical skills
– Undergo personal development
– Gain confidence

 



Additional benefits 
for individual 
students attending 
a bespoke course.
Receive high quality education in a programme designed by a leading 
specialist creative Higher Education provider.

Experience living as a student staying at our modern, private halls of 
residence which include single study bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms 
and other facilities.

Develop understanding through practical experience and cultural 
immersion with other students from the UK and other global locations.

Our programme takes place in one of the most beautiful locations in the 
UK; Bournemouth is one of the most popular tourism destinations and 
has a vibrant international student community.

The programme can also include immersion and discovery of the UK, 
with several cultural visits to popular locations, such as:

– London
– Bath
– Salisbury and Stonehenge
– Oxford
– Winchester
– Cambridge
– Wells and Cheddar Gorge
– Jurassic Coast and New Forest



MEET THE AUB TEAM

PROFESSOR PAUL GOUGH
Vice Chancellor
A painter, broadcaster and author, Paul has exhibited 
internationally and is represented in the permanent,collection 
of museums worldwide. He’s published nine books, and is 
currently writing his second book about Banksy.

PETE MCKINLEY
AUB Short Course Operations Manager
Pete’s responsible for devising an exciting and engaging 
provision of short courses that promote life-long learning and 
as a result has made AUB the standout provider of summer 
courses nationally and internationally.

ZUZANA KALETOVA
AUB Short Course Operations Senior Officer
Zuzana has a wealth of experience working in the arts 
education sector and assists  Pete to create the best creative 
courses possible.  She’s an experienced media production 
manager and enjoys delivering unforgettable courses.   

STEPH BEAN
AUB Short Course Operations Officer
Steph plans and prepares a smooth delivery for all summer 
courses. She’s a keen actor who has taken part in a couple of 
our short courses, and is passionate about providing a 
memorable experience for everyone.

HANNAH DOLLING
Bespoke Course Co-ordinator
Hannah is a key contact for anyone inquiring about studying a 
bespoke course at AUB and will be with you every step of the 
way throughout your booking. She has a background in art 
history and is a strong advocate for the creative industries.

Booking your bespoke programme
We have a dedicated team at AUB to help you book and create 
your perfect, tailor-made programme. 

To start the process, get in touch with us using the details below. 
We look forward to understanding your requirements!

bespoke@aub.ac.uk +44 (0) 1202 363222



aub.ac.uk/summer 
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